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ABSTRACT

Understanding and predicting how internal tides distort and lose coherence as they propagate through

the ocean has been identified as a key issue for interpreting data from the upcoming wide-swath altimeter

mission Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT). This study addresses the issue through the

analysis of numerical experiments where a low-mode internal tide propagates through a quasigeo-

strophic turbulent jet. Equations of motion linearized around the slower turbulent field are projected

onto vertical modes and assumed to describe the dynamics of the low-mode internal tide propagation.

Diagnostics of the terms responsible for the interaction between the wave and the slow circulation are

computed from the numerical outputs. The large-scale change of stratification, on top of eddies and jet

meanders, contributes significantly to these interaction terms, which is shown to be consistent with an

independent scaling analysis. The sensitivity of interaction terms to a degradation of the slow field spatial

and temporal resolution indicates that present-day observing systems (Argo network, altimetry) may

lack the spatial resolution necessary to correctly predict internal tide evolution. The upcoming SWOT

satellite mission may improve upon this situation. The number of vertical modes required to properly

estimate interaction terms is discussed. These results advocate development of a simplified model based

on solving a modest number of the linearized equations subject to a prescribed mesoscale field and

internal tide sources.

1. Introduction

Oceanic internal tides (IT) are internal waves gen-

erated when barotropic tidal currents encounter to-

pographic slopes and perturb the oceanic stratification

(Garrett and Kunze 2007). When superinertial, the

internal waves thereby produced are free to propagate

across oceans. The signature of IT on sea level may be

extracted from altimetric observations, and ampli-

tudes of up to 5 cm have been found (Ray and Zaron

2011). A prerequisite condition to this extraction is

that IT maintain a fixed-phase relationship with as-

tronomical forcing over the period of time required by

the analysis, which is of the order 3 yr. It has become

clear that a significant part of IT loses such phase

relationship and are called ‘‘incoherent’’ as, while

propagating, they encounter mesoscale eddies, which

populate oceans (Zaron and Egbert 2014; Shriver

et al. 2014; Kerry et al. 2014; Zaron 2015). Incoherent

IT and internal waves in general have been identified

as a critical issue to the interpretation of high-

resolution altimetric data, which will be obtained

thanks to the upcoming Surface Water and Ocean

Topography (SWOT)mission (Arbic et al. 2015; Klein

et al. 2015; Dufau et al. 2016). The issue posed by IT

arises from the need to distinguish IT and slower

balanced contributions in order to diagnose the ocean

circulation. The problem is difficult because (i) the IT

and internal waves contribute sea surface height sig-

nals in the 10–100-km wavelength band, which su-

perimpose on the signals from submesoscale and

mesoscale circulation (Richman et al. 2012; Rocha

et al. 2016), and (ii) the long revisit time of altimeters

(order 10 days) prohibits removing the waves by

temporal averaging. Consequently, the IT and bal-

anced signatures are entangled in the altimetric data.

The development of realistic IT resolving numerical

simulations of the ocean circulation (Arbic et al. 2010)

may help in isolating the IT contribution in high-

resolution altimetric data. The cost of such simulations
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complicates the data assimilation required to pro-

duce accurate forecasts. An alternative road is taken

here that consists of dynamically inspecting the

propagation of IT through a turbulent eddy field in

an idealized numerical simulation. The underlying

motivation is to investigate whether a simplified

model of IT propagation could be designed. How

should this model be expressed conceptually? What

accuracy in terms of resolution of the background

circulation is required in order to correctly predict

the IT?

Several theoretical frameworks have been de-

veloped to describe interactions between internal

gravity waves and slower quasigeostrophic motions.

The propagation of small-scale internal waves into a

larger-scale background is amenable to a ray tracing

approach, which led to the identification of the

‘‘wave capture’’ mechanism (Bühler and McIntyre

2005; Plougonven and Snyder 2005; Polzin 2010).

Spatial-scale separation is not justified in general

when the wave is near-inertial or has a low-mode

vertical structure.1 Young and Ben Jelloul (1997)

leveraged the separation of time scales between

near-inertial internal waves and a slowly evolving

background to develop a theoretical framework that

predicts the evolution of the near-internal, wave-

demodulated amplitude. The approach was also used

to predict the concentration of near-inertial waves in

anticyclones (Danioux et al. 2015). Near-inertial

waves stronger than geostrophic eddies affect the

evolution of the slower flow, and Xie and Vanneste

(2015) developed a theoretical framework that de-

scribes the joint evolution of both types of motions.

Wagner and Young (2016) developed, under the

same assumption, a three-component model de-

scribing the coupled evolution of near-inertial

waves, the slow-flow, and the near-inertial second

harmonic waves (i.e., those near twice the local in-

ertial frequency). The authors showed that these

harmonics, even though small, actively participate in the

cascade of near-inertial waves to smaller scales. A critical

assumption of these theoretical models that focus on

near-inertial internal waves is the small Burger number

assumption, which translates to the slow propagation

of near-inertial waves [Bu5 (Hw/Lw 3N/f )2 5 ~v2 2 1,

where N and f are the buoyancy and Coriolis fre-

quencies]. The assumption does not hold for low-

mode internal tides away from the inertial latitude.

Ward and Dewar (2010) thus used triad interaction

theory in a single-layer, shallow-water setting to

quantify the directional spreading of a wave inter-

acting with geostrophic turbulence. Short waves

were found to spread faster and in a narrower cone

defined by the wave propagation direction than

longer (more inertial) waves and that strengthening

the turbulence increased the pace of the spreading.

Using a multiple time-scale expansion and the

method of reconstitution, Wagner (2016) derived an

equation predicting the simultaneous evolution of an

internal wave with unit Burger number and a bal-

anced flow, assuming both are of comparable mag-

nitudes. Wagner (2016) provides an extension of

Young and Ben Jelloul (1997) to more general in-

ternal waves. The conceptual framework derived

here relies on the weakness of the internal waves,

such that linearized equations of motion are ex-

pected to describe the internal wave evolution while

neglecting feedback on the slow flow.

Other efforts resorted to numerical modeling.

Dunphy and Lamb (2014) propagated a mode-one

internal tide through geostrophic eddies, finding that

barotropic eddies distorted the incident wave, while

baroclinic eddies scattered a portion of the incident

wave to higher vertical modes. Zaron and Egbert

(2014) employed a realistic model near the Hawaiian

Archipelago, including both tidal forcing and the

evolution of the slower background circulation.

Zaron and Egbert (2014) focused on the low vertical-

mode dynamics and interpreted variability of the

internal tide response in terms of phase speed vari-

ability. Three sources of variability were identified:

refraction due to change of the background stratifi-

cation, Doppler shifting (proportional to a mixed

Froude number), and refractions due to the back-

ground vorticity (proportional to a Rossby number).

Background stratification was found to be the largest

of the three. The present work builds upon Zaron

and Egbert (2014) by identifying the nature of

the vertical-mode coupling between slow and fast

fields via projections of equations of motions onto

vertical modes.

In this paper, we consider the interaction between

quasigeostrophic turbulence and a low-mode in-

ternal tide. Low modes contribute most significantly

to sea level fluctuations (Ray and Zaron 2011), hence

this choice of focus. Section 2 describes the numer-

ical experiment, and section 3 describes the analyt-

ical framework. Results are presented in section 4,

1 Use of the internal gravity wave dispersion relation leads to

Lw/Lg 5 (Hw/H)/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~v2 2 1

p
3 (Ld/Lg), where Lw and Hw are the in-

verses of horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, ~v is the ratio of the

wave frequency to the Coriolis frequency, Lg is the horizontal

length scale associated with slow motions, Ld is the baroclinic

Rossby radius of deformation, and H is the flow depth.
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and conclusions and a discussion are found in

section 5.

2. Numerical experiment

We use the numerical model Regional Oceanic

Modeling System (ROMS; see Shchepetkin and

McWilliams 2005) to propagate a mode-one internal

tide through a turbulent quasigeostrophic field. The

domain is a zonally periodic, constant-depth rectan-

gular region on a b plane with closed north and south

boundaries. Table 1 lists the parameters.

We initialize the density with north and south density

profiles in the north and south halves of the domain,

respectively. The profiles are those of Klein et al. (2008).

At the center, we smoothly blend the profiles over a

width yjet, forming a meridional density gradient that

supports an unstable zonal jet. Last, adding a small

perturbation starts the instability.

The experiments begin with a spinup phase and

conclude with an interaction phase. The spinup runs

for 1500 days at low resolution (4 km, 50 vertical

levels) and continues for 500 days at higher resolution

(2 km, 100 vertical levels). The nonuniform vertical

resolution increases from 190m near the bottom to

3.6m near the surface and well resolves the low-mode

features that are the focus of this study. During the

spinup phase the unstable jet produces quasigeo-

strophic turbulence and is powered by the energy held

in the meridional density gradient. To maintain the

density gradient, we restore the zonal mean (ZM) of

density, velocity, and sea level toward the unperturbed

initial conditions on a 100-day time scale. A linear

bottom drag with coefficient rd is applied (corre-

sponding to the same 100-day time scale), which acts to

damp the turbulent field.

At t 5 2000 days, we suspend the zonal mean re-

storing and switch on mode-one internal tide forcing

400 km from the southern boundary. The slow turbu-

lence spins down, while the forced waves propagate

both northward and southward from the forcing lo-

cation. Sponge regions remove waves as they ap-

proach the closed north and south boundaries. The

interactions between the northward-propagating

waves and the quasigeostrophic field are the focus of

this experiment.

3. Analytical framework

a. Tidal slow decomposition

Internal tide and slow contributions are separated

using temporal filters. A sliding average extracts the

slow part of the dynamical variables

a5
1

2T

ðt
t22T

a(t0) dt0 , (1)

where T is the tidal period, and we identify these

fields as the slow quasigeostrophic part (overbar no-

tation). Harmonic fits at the tidal frequency v05 2p/T

extract the fast tidal frequency wave part (circumflex

notation):

â cos 5
1

T

ðt
t22T

a(t0) cosv
0
t0dt0, and (2)

â sin 5
1

T

ðt
t22T

a(t0) sinv
0
t0dt0 . (3)

We conduct temporal separation online with ROMS

and store averages, harmonic fits, and instantaneous

snapshots of the dynamic variables u, y, w, r, and h.

During the interaction phase fields are saved every

25 days, except for the period where t 2 [3000, 3050]

days, where we output each day. ROMS uses a time-

varying vertical coordinate that conforms to the sea

surface height; during offline analysis we interpolate

the saved fields to a nominal vertical coordinate cor-

responding to zero sea surface height.

Figure 1 shows the zonal mean of slow density

anomaly r and slow zonal velocity u at t 5 3000 days.

TABLE 1. Parameters used in the ROMS simulations.

Parameter Value Description

T 12 h Tidal period

Lx 3 Ly 3 H 1024 km 3 2880 km 3 4 km Domain dimensions

Dx 3 Dy, Nz, Dt 4 km 3 4 km, 50 levels, 300 s Space and time resolution (t # 1500 d)

Dx 3 Dy, Nz, Dt 2 km 3 2 km, 100 levels, 150 s Space and time resolution (t . 1500 d)

f0 1.0313 3 1024 s21 Coriolis parameter

b 1.6186 3 10211 m21 s21 Beta parameter

f(y) f0 1 by, y 2 [2Ly/2, Ly/2] Local rotation rate

yjet 800 km Jet width

rd H/(100 days) Linear bottom drag coefficient
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The meridional density gradient and slow zonal jets are

constrained to the zonal band bounded by y56500km.

Figure 2 shows a plan view of the model domain colored

by the slow and fast sea surface height (h and ĥ) at t 5
3000 days and also shows the internal tide forcing and

sponge regions.

b. Tidal dynamics

We assume the propagation of the IT throughout the

turbulent eddy field is well approximated by the hy-

drostatic primitive equations linearized about the slow

flow, which is assumed to be known. This linearization

relies on the assumption that internal tide fluctuations

are weak compared to that of the slow flow (Bühler
2014). Feedback of internal waves on the slow flow and

interactions with higher harmonics (e.g., with 2v0 fre-

quency) are ignored, and that may limit the relevance

of the approach on long time scales. Additionally, the

buoyancy equation is integrated vertically to obtain an

equation for pressure, which results in the following set

of equations:

›
t
û
h
1 (û � =)u

h
1 (u � =)û

h
1 fk3 û

h
52=p̂ , (4)

›
t
( p̂2 gĥ)2

ð0
z

[(û � =)b1 (u � =)b̂1 ŵN2] dz0 5 0, (5)

›
z
p̂5 b̂, and (6)

= � û5 0, (7)

where �̂ designates �̂ cos or �̂ sin, where u 5 (u, y, w) and

uh 5 (u, y) are the three-dimensional and horizontal

velocity vectors, respectively, where k is the unit vector

in the z dimension, b is buoyancy, and p is pressure.

Where a quasigeostrophic field is not present, the

equations simply support propagating linear internal

waves. Nonlinear interaction terms between the IT and

the eddy field have two components. The first represents

refractive effects, that is, the advection of the slow flow

by the waves, while the second represents advective or

Doppler effects, that is, the advection of the waves by

the slow flow.

c. Vertical modes

With a horizontally uniform background buoyancy

frequency N(z), we can expand the flow fields onto a

vertical-mode basis following

(u, y,p)5 �
‘

n50

(u
n
, y

n
, p

n
)f

n
(z), and (8)

w5 �
‘

n50

w
n

N2(z)

d

dz
f

n
(z) , (9)

FIG. 1. Zonal mean of (a) slow density anomaly r (kgm23) and

(b) slow zonal velocity u (cm s21) at t 5 3000 days.

FIG. 2. Overview of the computational domain, colored by sea

surface height (cm) at t 5 3000 days, showing (a) h, the slow

quasigeostrophic part, and (b) ĥ, the fast wave part. The dashed

white line shows the position of the internal wave forcing, and the

shaded parts indicate relaxation regions.
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where the vertical-mode functions fn(z) that form an

orthonormal basis satisfy the Sturm–Liouville problem

(Gill 1982)

d

dz

�
1

N2(z)

d

dz
f
n

�
1

1

c2n
f
n
5 0, (10)

subject to free surface and flat bottom conditions

g
d

dz
f
n
1N2(z)f

n
5 0 at z5 0, and (11)

d

dz
f
n
5 0 at z52H , (12)

where cn is the eigenvalue, and g is the gravitational

acceleration constant. Each pair of fn and fm satisfy the

inner product

hf
n
f

m
i5 1

H

ð0
2H

f
n
f

m
dz5 d

nm
, (13)

and the projection coefficients are

(u
n
, y

n
,p

n
)5 h(u, y,p)f

n
i, and (14)

w
n
5 c2n=h

� u
h,n
. (15)

The southern and northern stratification and associ-

ated first two baroclinic modes are shown in Fig. 3 and

indicate some differences whose importance will be

discussed in more detail in section 4b.

d. Modally projected equations

Taking the inner product [(13)] between the linear-

ized equations [(4)–(7)] and fn(z) yields projected

equations for each wave mode n:

›
t
û
n
2 f ŷ

n
1 ›

x
p̂
n
5 Iun (û, u), (16)

›
t
ŷ
n
1 f û

n
1 ›

y
p̂
n
5 Iyn(û, u), (17)

›
t
p̂
n
1 c2n=h

� û
h,n

5 Ipn(û,u, p̂, p), (18)

ŵ
n
5 c2n=h

� û
h,n
, and (19)

p̂
n
5 b̂

n
, (20)

where the expressions for interaction terms Iun , I
y
n, and Ipn

are given in appendixA. The interaction terms gather the

general couplings between any wave mode m and any

slow mode l. Each coupling is weighted by the wave- and

slow-mode field projections as well as coupling coefficients

(an,m,l,bn,m,l, gn,m,l, or dn,m,l) that describe how strongly the

vertical coupling between mode m and mode l projects

onto mode n. In our analysis, we truncate the sums at the

limits M 5 L 5 8 (see appendix A), which is enough to

capture the most energetic vertical modes (see section 4).

e. Scaling analysis

To assess the amplitude of the interaction terms, we

assume that slow and tidal fields scale according to

= � u
h,l
;U

g
/L

g
, = � û

h,n
;U

w
/L

w
,

w
l
;Rc2l Ug

/L
g
, ŵ

n
; c2nUw

/L
w
,

p
l
; f

0
U

g
L

g
, b̂

n
; p̂

n
; (12 ~v22)v

0
U

w
L

w
,

f ; f
0
, t; 1/v

0
,

where the slow vertical velocity follows a typical

quasigeostrophic scaling (Vallis 2006), where the in-

ternal wave polarization is used to scale the fast

pressure and where two nondimensional parameters

appear:

R5
U

g

f
0
L

g

, ~v5
v

0

f
0

.

These correspond to the Rossby number of the slow

flow (�1) and the order-one frequency ratio (~v; 1:4).

Note that the dispersion relation for the internal wave

links the frequency, wavelength, eigenvalue, and

Coriolis parameter and is given in nondimensional

form as 12 ~v22 5 c2n/L
2
wv

2
0.

The scaling of the momentum and pressure in-

teraction terms is presented in appendix B. For a mode-

one incident wave, the projected momentum equations

[(16) and (17)] scale as

(1)
z}|{›t ûh;1

1 (~v21)
zfflffl}|fflffl{f 3 ûh;1

1 (12 ~v22)
zfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflffl{=p̂1

5 [R~v21 max(1,m)]
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{Iu;y

1

, (21)

FIG. 3. Comparison between the north (solid) and south (dashed)

stratification, showing (a)N(z)/f0 and (b) vertical-mode functionsf1(z)

(black) and f2(z) (gray).
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and the projected pressure equation [(18)] scales as

(1)
z}|{›t p̂1

1 (1)
z}|{c2
1
=h�ûh;1

5 [Rm/(~v2 2 1)max(1,m)]
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{I

p

1

, (22)

where each term is normalized by the trend term scaling,

and the horizontal length-scale ratio m5 Lg/Lw appears

as the third nondimensional parameter. The frequency

dependency is retained in order to account for the near-

unity value of ~v, and it plays a modest role as ~v21 ; 0:7,

12 ~v22 ; 0:5, and ~v2 2 1; 1. From this analysis, we

expect the interaction terms to scale linearly with the

slow-flowRossby number.When the slow flow has scales

larger than the incident internal wave, we expect the

interactions to further scale with the length-scale ratio

m—linearly in the momentum equations and quadrati-

cally in the pressure equation. An evaluation of the

scaling analysis performance, including a summary of

the range of values for Ug, Lg, and the nondimensional

parameters, is presented in section 4g.

4. Results

This section presents results from the numerical

simulations described in section 2. We begin with a

look at the temporal separation into slow and fast

components, followed by an assessment in terms of

vertical modes and projected momentum–pressure

balances. Last, we approximate the slow–fast in-

teraction terms to probe the sensitivity of their con-

struction subject to an incomplete slow field description.

We restrict analysis to the region truncated at y 5
61000km in order to exclude the forcing and sponge

regions.

a. Frequency filtering

The energy levels in the experiment vary as the

simulation proceeds. Figure 4 shows the horizontal

kinetic energy density computed from the instanta-

neous snapshots, average fields, and harmonic fits. The

early part of the spinup phase (t , 200 days) reveals a

rapid increase in slow kinetic energy as the turbulent

field forms. During the remainder of the spinup the

turbulent field evolves subject to restoring of the

zonal mean quantities to initial conditions. The energy

of the slow (i.e., 1-day averaged) fields matches well

with that of the instantaneous snapshots, suggesting

that there is little fast energy associated with the tur-

bulent jet.

Restoring ceases and internal tide forcing begins at

t 5 2000 days. The energy in the slow fields decays in a

spindown process as the bottom drag parameterization

removes energy. It takes about 10 days for themode-one

internal tide to propagate across the domain meridio-

nally, and the fast kinetic energy thus reaches a quasi-

steady level.

We extracted ‘‘synthetic mooring’’ time series data

at two locations: the first in the center of the domain,

where the jet is present, and the second to the north

beyond the geostrophic turbulence. Using this data,

we integrated the horizontal velocity spectrum over

each harmonic of the forcing frequency v0. At both

locations, energy at 2v0 was three orders of magnitude

smaller than that at v0 and five orders smaller at 3v0.

We thus neglect the influence of higher harmonic

waves on the dynamics of waves at frequency v0 in

this study.

b. Vertical-mode projections

Without background flow, the vertical modes defined

in section 3c enable separation of the horizontal and

vertical dependence of the flow and efficiently collapse

the vertical coordinate. The choice of an adequate ref-

erence density profile is essential to this horizontal–

vertical separation. A nonrepresentative N(z) profile

yields a complete basis, but modes are coupled linearly

together such that the representation of the evolution

of a true/intrinsic mode (i.e., defined with the actual

stratification profile) requires, in general, to consider the

evolution of several modes instead of just one. The term

responsible for this coupling in the equations of motions

is that associated with ŵ›zb in (5) or equivalently ŵmpl

in (A5) and (A6). In other terms, a flow described by

exactly one intrinsic-mode projects onto several of

FIG. 4. Horizontal kinetic energy density computed from snap-

shots (dotted), slow fields (solid), and harmonic fits (dashed) av-

eraged over the zonal band bounded by y 5 6500 km. The

resolution is doubled at t 5 1500 days. At t 5 2000 days the re-

storing is turned off and internal tide forcing switched on.
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the modes defined with a nonrepresentative stratifica-

tion, misleadingly indicating that the flow is composed

of multiple modes.

Thus, we would like to select N(z) in a manner that

preserves the intuitive modal interpretation as much

as possible. However, the present experiment is

stratified with north and south profiles and has a

transition region in the domain center (see Fig. 1a);

that is, it is not horizontally uniform. It is not obvious

how to best choose N(z) here; choosing the north

profile is representative of the north part of the do-

main but not for the south part (and vice versa), and a

domain-averaged profile would be approximate al-

most everywhere. To proceed we partition the do-

main into three zonal bands designated as the south

region where y 2 [21000,2500] km, the center region

where y 2 [2500, 500] km, and the north region where

y 2 [500, 1000] km. Horizontally averaging the slow

density r over each partition gives three profiles,

which we use in a piecewise constant fashion.

Stitching together projections over each region forms

complete fields. This choice has the advantage of

using a representative profile in both the north and

south regions, while compromising with an in-

termediate profile in the center.

Figure 5 shows horizontal maps of projected vertical

velocity for modes one through four. We note that ŵn is

proportional to the horizontal divergence via (19). The

first mode shows a near-plane wave in the south part of

the domain that becomes progressively distorted toward

the north. At mode two, a disorganized wave field forms

with larger magnitudes in the north of the domain.

Similar patterns appear at modes three and four at

smaller amplitude. If we had used the north density

profile in the south (and vice versa) then we would see

patterns corresponding to amode-one wavelength in the

maps of modes two through four.

1) KINETIC ENERGY BREAKDOWN

We now assess the slow and fast fields in terms of

energy at each mode. Table 2 lists the horizontal kinetic

energy found at the barotropic and first four baroclinic

modes taken at t5 3000 days. For the slow fields, we sum

over the three analysis regions and find that the baro-

tropic and first baroclinic mode each capture about

half of the energy with a few percent spread over

higher modes. The slow velocities are consistent with a

red spectrum; the lowest modes dominate in terms

of energy.

For the wave part, we assess the south and north re-

gions separately. In the south region, the first baroclinic

mode explains over 99.7% with the remainder found at

modes two and above. Meanwhile in the north region,

the first mode explains only 98.6% (a reduction of

1.1%), and the energy apportioned to modes two and

above has risen. Barotropic waves are negligible in both

regions. If the southern profile of stratification had been

used in the northern part of the domain, the wave energy

would have been more largely spread across modes

(97.3% and 2.3% for mode one and two, respectively),

FIG. 5. Projected tidal frequency vertical velocity ŵn (mm s21) at t5 3000 days for (a)–(d)modes one through four. Each field is multiplied

by the maximum of jd/dz[fn(z)]/N
2(z)j, such that the maps represent the peak contribution to ŵ via (9).
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indicating a stronger vertical scattering than there ac-

tually is and justifying the use of multiple reference

profiles.

2) ENERGY FLUX DISTORTION

The wave field in the north part of the domain has

been distorted after propagating through the quasi-

geostrophic turbulent field (Fig. 5). The interaction has

introduced distortions that adjust propagation di-

rections such that parts of the wave field do not propa-

gate due north. Similarly at modes two through four we

have a disorganized wave field that apparently emanates

from the center region and propagates northward

(southward) through the north (south) region.

To quantify these distortions, we first compute the

temporal mean of the mode-n energy flux over the

snapshots saved in t5 [2500, 3000] days and further take

the spatial mean over the north and south regions to

obtain a mean energy flux vector. We also compute the

standard deviation over the same snapshots and same

spatial area and normalize them by the magnitude of the

mean energy flux, yielding a distortion metric we call dn.

The mean energy flux and distortion metric are reported

in Table 3 for modes one through four.

The north component of the mean energy flux shows

that mode-one energy flows to the north in both analysis

regions. The net northward energy flux is reduced in the

north, which may be explained by directional refraction

in the horizontal that converts a portion of the meridi-

onal flux to zonal flux and/or due to the vertical mode

scattering to higher modes. Meanwhile, the meridional

energy flux at the higher modes shows that the net flux

is north (south) in the north (south) region, which is

consistent with the vertical scattering to higher modes of

the mode-one incident wave occurring in the center of

the domain.

The distortion metric at mode-one confirms that the

wave field in the north region ismore distorted than in the

south. Variability of zonal energy flux rises from 0.08 in

the south to 0.21 in the north. Variability of meridional

energy fluxes rises from 0.04 in the south to 0.50 in the

north, indicating that deviations are typically half the

magnitude of the mean flux there. At modes two through

four, we see that the wave is similarly distorted in the

north as compared to the south. Variabilities of both

zonal andmeridional energy fluxes are stronger than seen

at mode one, reaching 0.85 and 1.17, respectively.

c. Projected equation balances

Owing to the complexity of the interaction terms in the

general case, the dynamics of the internal wave propaga-

tion are inspected through the scope of associated mo-

mentum and pressure equations [(17) and (18)]. These

equations are indeed the ones that would be time stepped

by a simplified predictive model of low-mode propagation.

An alternative would have been to derive and analyze a

wave equation that includes interactions with the back-

ground flow, but this would be conceptuallymore complex.

To construct horizontal maps of terms in these momentum

and pressure equations, we project separately for the north,

center, and south N(z) profiles and then stitch the regions

together to obtain horizontally complete fields. Cosine fits

form the linear terms except for the time derivatives where

we use ›tŷ
cos
n 5 ivŷ sin

n and ›tp̂
cos
n 5 ivp̂ sin

n . The interaction

terms use the slow averages and cosine fits.We truncate the

sums at M 5 L 5 8, which is enough to capture the ener-

getic modes (see Table 2).

Figure 6 illustrates the tidal frequency balance for the

meridional momentum equation at mode-one taken at

t5 3000 days.Maps of the linear terms appear in Figs. 6a

and 6b, the sum of the linear terms is in Fig. 6c, and the

interaction term is in Fig. 6d. The linear terms form the

dominant balance, the sum of which balances with

the interaction term. The residual between linear and

interaction terms (not shown) is one order of magnitude

smaller than the interaction term of Fig. 6d. The in-

teraction term shows patches alternating in sign that are

confined to the middle portion of the domain where the

quasigeostrophic field is present. The ratio of the root-

mean-square (rms) momentum interaction term to rms

momentum time derivative term is 0.021, which is

TABLE 2. Horizontal kinetic energy breakdown at t5 3000 days

into vertical-mode contributions (%) for the quasigeostrophic part

summed over the three regions and the wave part in the south and

north regions.

Mode Slow Wave, S Wave, N

0 51.491 0.000 0.000

1 45.524 99.787 98.603

2 1.895 0.131 0.991

3 0.406 0.056 0.316

4 0.250 0.015 0.064

TABLE 3. Mean energy flux and distortion metric computed over

the snapshots taken in t 2 [2500, 3000] days.

n Region Fy
n (Wm21) dx

n dy
n

1 North 2662.8 0.21 0.50

1 South 2878.6 0.08 0.04

2 North 14.0 0.62 1.08

2 South 21.6 0.72 1.05

3 North 2.0 0.85 1.17

3 South 20.4 0.58 1.05

4 North 0.4 0.64 1.12

4 South 20.1 0.50 1.07
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about a factor of 1.6 larger than its expected value from

the scaling analysis: Rm/~v; 0:013 using (R, m) associ-

atedwith eddies andmeanders. Contributions of the first

three terms on the right-hand side of (A2) are found to

be of comparable amplitude, which is consistent with

nondimensional scalings (see appendix B with m only

slightly larger than unity for eddies). Consistent with

these scalings, the fourth term is, on the other hand,

smaller by about a Rossby number factor. This fourth

term corresponds to the vertical advection of the wave

momentum by the slow vertical flow and is small due to

the weakness of quasigeostrophic vertical velocity.

Figure 7 shows analogous maps for the first-mode

pressure equation with the linear terms in Figs. 7a and 7b,

their sum in Fig. 7c, and the interaction term in

Fig. 7d. As in the momentum equation, the linear

terms form the dominant balance and the sum of the

linear terms balances with the interaction term.

Here, the interaction term shows an apparent discon-

tinuity at the boundaries separating the three analysis

regions (along y 56500 km). This is a consequence of

using piecewise constant N(z) profiles for vertical-

mode projection where the background stratification

horizontally varies.

Separating the slow pressure into zonal anomaly (ZA)

and ZM parts via (A3) divides the interaction term into

two parts, as in (A4), and they are shown in Fig. 8. The

rms of the zonal mean part Ip,ZM1 is roughly 4 times that

of the zonal anomaly part Ip, ZA1 , and the zonal anomaly

part shows patterns reminiscent of the interaction term

in the momentum equation. The ratio of the rms pres-

sure interaction term to the rms pressure time derivative

is 0.15, which is comparable to the expected value from

the scaling analysis: Rm2/(~v2 2 1); 0:11 with (R, m) as-

sociated with the large-scale change of stratification. Of

the four terms on the right-hand side of (A5) and (A6),

the second term, that is, the vertical advection of the

slow stratification by the wave, dominates. This domi-

nance is expected from the m2 scaling of this term (ap-

pendix B) when m . 1, as is the case for the large-scale

meridional change of stratification.

d. Interaction term approximations

Some knowledge of the slow quasigeostrophic circu-

lation would be necessary in order to predict the evolu-

tion of low-mode internal waves. This section is an

attempt at quantifying the required temporal, horizontal,

and vertical resolution information in order to correctly

carry out such predictions. For that purpose, we ap-

proximate the interaction terms by computing them

with a quasigeostrophic field of degraded resolution and

compare themwith their actual values via the skill metric

S5 12

ð
A

(I2 I*)2 dAð
A

I2 dA

, (23)

where I* is the approximation to I, and areaA is the zonal

band bounded by y 5 6500km. Values of zero and one

FIG. 6. Maps of the meridional momentum equation [(17)] for mode one at t5 3000 days, showing (a) the time derivative plus Coriolis

terms ›t ŷ1 1 f û1, (b) the pressure gradient2›yp̂1, (c) the linear termbalance ›t ŷ1 1 f û1 1 ›yp̂1, and (d) the interaction term Iy1 . Each term is

nondimensionalized by ~y1, the rms of the time derivative term taken over the center region (~y1 5 2.64 3 1026 m s22).
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indicate zero and perfect skill, respectively. Note that it

is a priori unclear how an error in the interaction term

translates into an error in a wave field prediction, but the

proper estimation of these terms is considered at least a

necessary condition for such prediction.

The Argo network and satellite estimates of sea level

are themain two sources of information about the ocean

circulation (Le Traon 2013) and their spatiotemporal

sampling rates provide a useful perspective for the

numbers coming next. The mean Argo float density is

one float per 300 km 3 300km box and vertical profiles

of temperature and salinity are taken every 10 days. The

merging of multiple altimeter datasets resolves wave-

lengths longer than 200 kmwith a temporal resolution of

about 20 days. Note that the inference of the mesoscale/

submesoscale ocean circulation from combined alti-

metric and Argo data remains at present an outstanding

challenge (Ferrari and Wunsch 2010; Le Traon 2013;

Klein et al. 2015).

1) HORIZONTAL AND TEMPORAL RESOLUTION

To degrade the horizontal resolution, we convolve the

slow fields with the boxcar filter

b(x, y)5

8><
>:

1

q2
if jxj, q/2 and jyj, q/2 ,

0 otherwise,

(24)

where q is the filter width, and compute the interaction

terms using the degraded slow fields. Figure 9a shows

the skill [(23)] in approximating the interaction terms

for increasing values of q. For Iy1 in the meridional mo-

mentum equation, the skill exceeds 0.9 for filters up to

74km. For the pressure equation, the ZM part is, as

expected, largely unaffected by the smoothing with skill

exceeding 0.99 for filters up to 300km wide. Meanwhile

FIG. 7. Maps of the pressure equation [(18)] for mode one at t5 3000 days, showing (a) the time derivative term ›t p̂1, (b) the horizontal

divergence term 2c21=h � ûh,1, (c) the linear term balance ›t p̂1 1 c21=h � ûh,1, and (d) the interaction term Ip1 . Each term is non-

dimensionalized by ~p1, the rms of the time derivative term taken over the center region ( ~p1 5 1.14 3 1025 m2 s23).

FIG. 8. Figure 7d separated into two parts, showing (a) the

contribution from the variations in slow pressure due to eddies and

meanders Ip,ZA1 and (b) the contribution from the across-jet vari-

ation in slow pressure Ip,ZM1 .
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the ZA part degrades to a skill level of 0.9 with filters of

102-km width.

For temporal resolution, we employ the sliding aver-

age filter (1) and use the daily model outputs saved be-

tween t 5 3000 and 3050 days. Figure 9b shows the

corresponding skill curves. Approximations for Iy1 at t5
3050 days exceed 0.9 with 12 days of averaging, while

approximations for Ip,ZA1 exceed 0.9 after averaging for

18 days. The zonal mean part Ip,ZM1 skill remains above

0.99 even with 50 days of averaging.

These results thus suggest that while the resolution of

the Argo network and altimetric data should be suffi-

cient to capture the effect of the large-scale meridional

change of stratification on the mode-one propagation,

this may not be the case for meanders and eddies such as

those that develop in the present setting. Upcoming

missions such as SWOT with its wide-swath capability

could significantly improve upon this situation, provided

the extrapolation of sea level data into information

about the vertical structure of the flow can be achieved

(Klein et al. 2015).

2) VERTICAL RESOLUTION

The vertical coupling in the modal equations is rep-

resented in the interaction terms through sums that

collect the influence between each wavemode and each

slow mode. Figure 10 shows the magnitude (rms over

the center region) of each pair of interacting modes for

Iy1 and Ip1 . The figure reveals that contributions from a

few low modes dominate the sums. Specifically, wave

mode m 5 1 and slow mode l 5 1 dominate both in-

teraction terms and wave mode m 5 1 and slow modes

l 5 0, 2 are the next most important. That these modes

are largest in magnitude is readily reconciled with the

kinetic energy breakdown of Table 2, which showed

wave modem5 1 and slow modes l5 0, 1 contain most

of the energy.

Having identified the most important contributions to

the interaction terms, we consider approximating the

full interaction term with reconstructions built from in-

cluding just a few m, l pairs. The result of this exercise

shows that the skill in estimating the momentum in-

teraction term starts at 0.79 when mode (m5 1, l5 1) is

considered alone and increases to 0.96 and 0.99 when

modes (1, 0) and (1, 2) are added successively. On the

other hand, the skill in estimating the pressure in-

teraction term starts at 0.96 with mode (1, 1) alone and

increases to 0.996 when (1, 2) is included. These results

are consistent with the observed weak vertical scattering

of the internal wave (Table 2). They also suggest that,

based on a 0.9 skill threshold, keeping track of a single

wave mode along with the knowledge of the slow cir-

culation’s lowest twomodesmay be sufficient in order to

estimate the evolution of the internal tide in a configu-

ration comparable to the present one.

e. Mode-two forcing

We conducted a second simulation forced with a

mode-two tide by resuming the spunup quasigeostrophic

FIG. 9. Skill in approximating the interaction terms constructed

with degraded quasigeostrophic fields. (a) A centered boxcar filter

to reduce horizontal resolution and (b) a sliding average filter to

reduce temporal resolution.

FIG. 10. Total interaction terms broken into interactions be-

tween each wave modem and quasigeostrophic mode l at t5 3000

days: (a) Iy1 and (b) Ip1 . Each marker represents the rms value taken

over the center region and nondimensionalized by ~y1 and ~p1 as in

Figs. 6 and 7.
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field from t 5 2000 days. The wave horizontal kinetic

energy breakdown shows that the south region con-

tains 99% mode two and 0.7% mode three, while the

north contains 92% mode-two energy and 6.3%

mode-three energy. The reduction of mode-two frac-

tion suggests that this internal wave is scattered ver-

tically more significantly than the mode-one wave.

Normalized variabilities of mode-two zonal and me-

ridional energy fluxes rise from 0.11 and 0.05 in the

south to 0.48 and 0.96 in the north, respectively. These

values are roughly twice those found in the mode-one

forced case, indicating that mode-two waves are dis-

torted more strongly than mode-one waves. This is

consistent with prior research that found higher-mode

internal tides are more strongly distorted by meso-

scale circulation (Rainville and Pinkel 2006; Zaron

and Egbert 2014).

Degradation of the slow field’s resolution via spatial

and temporal filtering reveals that skill remained above

0.9 for spatial filters up to 74km (same as mode-one

forced case) and that sensitivity to temporal averaging

increased with skill dropping to 0.9 with 8 days of av-

eraging. Prediction of mode-two internal waves thus

requires marginally more temporal accuracy than for

mode one.

Interaction terms are then decomposed into modal

contributions as done for mode one (Fig. 11). Com-

pared to the mode-one case, there is a larger spread of

the modes that build up these terms. Based on a 0.9

skill threshold, estimations of the momentum in-

teractions require not only to account for interactions

between wave mode two and the lowest two slow

modes, but also for that between wave mode three

and slow mode one. This contribution from a dif-

ferent wave mode is attributed to the more important

vertical scattering of the mode-two internal wave

compared to the mode-one case. Estimation of the

pressure interaction terms requires keeping track of

the wave mode two and up to the fourth slow mode. A

more detailed knowledge of the slow-flow vertical

structure is required in order to estimate the in-

teraction of the mode-two wave with this slow-flow

compared to the mode-one case. Note finally that the

diagonals defined by n 5 6m 1 l faintly appear in

Fig. 11, which points toward the natural coupling that

exists between these triads of vertical modes (Fu and

Flierl 1980).

f. Stronger turbulence

We also conducted a third simulation where we

strengthened the slow turbulence by increasing the

north–south density contrast. The slow kinetic energy

level is 4 times higher than the base case. Slow hori-

zontal kinetic energy decomposes into 67% and 30% at

the barotropic and first mode, respectively, with the

remainder at modes two and above. For wave horizontal

kinetic energy, mode one drops from 98% in the south to

95% in the north, suggesting that scattering to higher

modes amounts to 3%, which is slightly higher than for

the base case. The wave propagation is more strongly

affected by the slow circulation, which is clearly visible

on projections of the fast fields (not shown). Normalized

variabilities of zonal and meridional energy fluxes rises

from 0.11 and 0.05 in the south to 0.58 and 1.04, re-

spectively, in the north. The same metrics for modes

two through four follow those from the nominal turbu-

lence case.

Spatial filtering revealed that skill remained above

0.9 for filters up to 62 km, a modest reduction as

compared to the nominal turbulence case, while

temporal averaging reduced the skill to 0.9 with 8 days

of averaging. This modest decrease is concomitant

with a decrease in the eddy time scale (Tg ; 1/f0R)

associated with an increased Rossby number and

suggests that more accurate temporal resolution may

be required in order to predict the evolution of the

internal wave in a stronger turbulent eddy field. An

interaction term breakdown produces a plot compa-

rable to Fig. 10 and is not shown. As in the base case,

tracking the forced mode-one wave along with the

knowledge of the lowest two modes in the slow cir-

culation is sufficient to estimate interaction terms

above a 0.9 skill threshold.

g. Scaling analysis validation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of

the scaling analysis. We do this by estimating the

nondimensional parameters from the model outputs

and comparing the expected interaction term scaling

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but with mode-two forcing: (a) Iy2 and (b) Ip2 .
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with that obtained by computing the interaction terms

directly.

For each interaction-phase model output, we sepa-

rate the slow flow into contributions from eddies and

jet meanders (by extracting zonal anomalies) and those

from the large-scale meridional change of stratification

(by extracting zonal means). We then estimate typical

scales by computing the root-mean-square speed (for

Ug) and pressure (for Lg via the scaling for pl) over the

zonal band bounded by y 5 6500 km. The dispersion

relation provides the internal tide wavelength Lw. The

range for each of these values and the corresponding

nondimensional parameters are summarized in Table

4. The upper (lower) part of the table reports on the

zonal anomalies (means). In Fig. 12, we plot the in-

teraction termmagnitude (computed as the root-mean-

square over the same zonal band) against its expected

scaling, where each marker represents one model

output.

For the momentum equation (Fig. 12a), the in-

teraction term scales as expected, although the per-

formance is better for the mode-two wave than for

the mode-one wave. For the pressure equation, the

interaction term due to zonal anomalies (Fig. 12b)

scales as expected, with the exception of a few early

time [t 2 (2000, 2200) days] outputs from the strong

turbulence case. Last, the interaction term due to zonal

means (Fig. 12c) also scales as expected within a con-

stant factor, with similar mismatches for the first few

outputs. The remaining markers are tightly clustered,

and this is expected because the large-scale change

in stratification varies little during the interaction

phase.

While the scaling performs well, we note that mis-

matches may be due to (i) selecting a single term for the

scaling, where it is only marginally larger than others

that are neglected [see (B1) and (B2)] and (ii) charac-

terizing the slow flow with a single Rossby number. A

more detailed scaling analysis might include both a

barotropic and first-mode Rossby number.

5. Conclusions and discussion

This work investigated interactions between a

plane low-mode internal wave and a slowly evolving

turbulent jet. The underlying goal is to assess the

feasibility of predicting the propagation of internal

tides with a simplified dynamical model. Such a

model may facilitate the disentanglement of internal

tide and slower quasigeostrophic motions from up-

coming high-resolution satellite observations of sea

level (SWOT).

Linearization of the equations of motions (momen-

tum, pressure) around the slow circulation combined

with a projection onto vertical modes provided a dy-

namical framework in order to represent the evolu-

tion of the wave as it propagates through the slow

turbulence. A scaling analysis of these equations was

performed in order to highlight the dependence of in-

teraction terms on the slow-flow Rossby number and on

the ratio of the slow-flow length scale to that of the wave.

Each term involved in the wave momentum and pres-

sure evolution equations was then diagnosed from the

numerical simulation outputs. In accordance with the

scaling analysis, eddies and jet meanders were found to

dominate the wave momentum evolution, while the

large-scale meridional change of stratification was found

to control the pressure evolution. The scaling analysis

was validated against each model output and found to

agree well.

The estimation of these interaction terms requires

an estimate of the slow circulation, which will be

TABLE 4. Range of values estimated for the velocity/length scales and nondimensional parameters for both the zonal anomalies

and means.

Turbulence forced wave Nominal mode one Nominal mode two Strong mode one

Zonal anomalies

Ug (cm s21) 4.5–9.1 5.0–9.1 8.7–29

Lg (km) 25–53 29–53 37–68

R 0.014–0.019 0.014–0.018 0.019–0.046

m 0.88–1.9 2.2–4.0 1.4–2.6

Rm 0.015–0.031 0.036–0.066 0.032–0.11

Rm2 0.014–0.054 0.081–0.25 0.048–0.29

Zonal means

Ug (cm s21) 2.9–4.5 3.1–4.5 4.6–17

Lg (km) 190–280 190–290 190–320

R 0.0010–0.0023 0.0010–0.0023 0.0016–0.0086

m 6.7–9.7 14–21 7.4–12

Rm 0.0099–0.015 0.022–0.033 0.017–0.064

Rm2 0.094–0.11 0.47–0.51 0.17–0.49
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approximate in practice. The impact of a degradation of

our knowledge of the slow circulation upon the esti-

mation of interaction terms was thus quantified. A

horizontal spatial resolution of about 70 km and a tem-

poral resolution of about 10 days were found to be suf-

ficient in order to correctly quantify these interactions.

Waves with higher vertical modes and stronger slow

turbulence require marginally more temporal resolu-

tion. These results suggest that the present-day obser-

vation system (Argo, altimetry) may not provide

estimates of the mesoscale circulation with sufficient

spatial resolution in order to estimate the impact of the

slow-flow circulation on low-mode internal waves and

tides. The upcoming wide-swath, high-resolution alti-

metric mission SWOT, on the other hand, may signifi-

cantly improve upon this situation, provided that the

ocean circulation (not only at the surface but also at

depth) may be inferred from the SWOT sea level.

Because the interaction between the wave and the

slow flow may involve the coupling between any

vertical modes, we also addressed the sensitivity of

interaction term estimates to the number of modes

included. For an incident mode-one internal wave,

the vertical scattering of the wave is weak enough

such that keeping track of this mode alone is suffi-

cient in order to predict its evolution. This is not the

case for a mode-two incident wave whose vertical

scattering is more important and for which the

combined interaction of wave mode three with the

slow flow becomes significant. Some vertical reso-

lution of the slow field is required in order to cor-

rectly estimate the interaction between the wave and

the slow flow. For a mode-one incident wave,

knowledge of the barotropic mode and the first

baroclinic mode is sufficient. For a mode two on the

other hand, knowledge of the fourth mode may be

required, which may be a strong constraint in an

operational context. Bathymetric variations will in-

duce vertical scattering, which we anticipate will

impose stronger constraints on the vertical resolu-

tion required to predict the evolution of the internal

tide, but this was not addressed here.

This work shows as well that the vertical-mode

representation does not come without challenge.

The significant signature on the pressure interaction

associated with the large-scale change of stratification

is tightly related to the necessary choice of a reference

profile that may not be adequate over the whole do-

main considered. We chose here to divide the domain

into three parts and used three different profiles in

order to compute diagnostics. The time stepping to

calculate internal tide evolution with such a de-

composition will require the application of continuity

conditions at the boundaries between each subdomain

whose details were not discussed here. An alternative

would be to account within the wave equations of

motions for the continuous variations of the back-

ground stratification. Such approach has been con-

sidered by Griffiths and Grimshaw (2007) and Kelly

et al. (2013) in order to deal with bathymetric vari-

ations. If such approaches do not perform well, an

alternative to the vertical-mode projections may

be needed. Resorting to the vertical physical di-

mension may be an option that will be more ex-

pensive computationally but may facilitate the

dynamical interpretation of internal wave–balanced

flow interactions.

A limitation of the dynamical framework used here

is that we ignore the feedback of the internal tide

on balanced motions. We have also ignored the pro-

duction of and interactions with motions at harmonic

FIG. 12. Scatterplot showing the scaling estimates and the rms

interaction term (a) Iyn, (b) Ip,ZAn , and (c) Ip,ZMn . The dashed line

shows the 1:1 line.
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frequencies. Xie and Vanneste (2015) and Wagner

and Young (2016) showed that both are important for

the long-term evolution of near-inertial motions.

Similar results still await for internal tides, but, if

established, a significant improvement upon the dy-

namical framework employed here may be one that

represents the evolution of three components (in-

ternal tide, internal tide harmonics, and balanced

motions) as done in Wagner and Young (2016) for

near-inertial waves. Interestingly, the assimilation of

observations into such framework may provide a

natural way to estimate the ocean circulation and

disentangle each process simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A

Interaction Terms

The interaction terms in the projected zonal and me-

ridional momentum equations [(16) and (17)] at mode

n are
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where the first set of brackets encloses the refractive

terms (advection of the slow flow by the waves), and

the second encloses the Doppler shift terms (advec-

tion of the waves by the slow flow). Each of these two

terms is decomposed into two parts associated with

horizontal and vertical advection, respectively. The

double summations collect the interaction between

wave mode m and slow-flow mode l. Meanwhile, we

divide the slow pressure into a ZA part and s a ZM

part,

p
l
5 pZA

l (x, y)1 pZM
l (y) , (A3)

which separates the interaction term in the projected

pressure equation [(18)] at mode n into two corre-

sponding parts:

Ipn(û,u, p̂,p)5 Ip,ZAn (û,u, p̂, pZA)1 Ip,ZMn (û, pZM), (A4)

where

Ip,ZAn 52 �
M

m50
�
L

l50

[g
n,l,m

(û
h,m

� =
h
)pZA

l 1 d
n,l,m

ŵ
m
pZA
l ]

1 [g
n,m,l

(=
h
p̂
m
) � u

h,l
1 d

n,m,l
p̂
m
w

l
], and

(A5)

Ip,ZMn 52 �
M

m50
�
L

l50

[g
n,l,m

(û
h,m

� =
h
)pZM

l 1 d
n,l,m

ŵ
m
pZM
l ],

(A6)

and where the brackets separate the terms as in the

momentum equation. Last, the vertical mode coupling

coefficients are

a
n,m,l

5 hf
n
f
m
f
l
i , (A7)

b
n,m,l

5 hf
n
f0
mf

0
l/N

2i , (A8)

g
n,m,l

5 hf0
nf

0
mfl

c2n/N
2i, and (A9)

d
n,m,l

5 hf0
nf

00
mf

0
lc

2
n/N

4i , (A10)

where h�i denotes the inner product [(13)], and the prime

notation denotes differentiation with respect to z.

APPENDIX B

Interaction Term Scaling

To scale the interaction terms, we retain only the most

important terms in the double summations. For our

present cases, the incident wave mode dominates the

wave terms (n5m5 1 or 2), and the barotropic and first

mode dominate the slow flow (l 5 0 and l 5 1). Over

these values of n and l, the coupling coefficients scale as

a
n,n,l

; 1, b
n,n,l

;s
l
/c

n
c
l
,

g
n,n,l

; 1, d
n,n,l

;s
l
/c

n
c
l
,

where s0 ; c1/c0 � 1 and sl 5 1 for l$ 1. Approximate

scalings for the interaction terms follow:
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where we have neglected terms proportional to s0.

The ratio c1/cn and the nondimensional frequency are

order one (as n 5 1 or 2) in the present work but are

retained in order to keep a sensitivity to the choice of

the incident wave mode number and frequency, re-

spectively. All terms, except those related to the

vertical advection by the slow flow, are proportional

to the Rossby number. The vertical advection by the

slow flow is proportional to the square of the Rossby

number and thus remains small compared to others.

Differences in the scaling of leading-order terms arise

from their dependence on the length-scale ratio m. This

length-scale ratio appears in horizontal advective terms

(third term in each line) and reflects the dominance of

advective terms when the slow flow has large scales

compared to the internal tide (m � 1 and l 5 0 when

WKB approaches are valid). The length-scale ratio also

appears in the refraction term associated with vertical

advection by the wave (second term), which is explained

by the absence of vertical-scale separation between the

wave and the slow flow. The length-scale ratio scales all

refractive terms in the pressure interaction terms (first

and second terms), which arises from the geostrophic

pressure scaling (section 3e). At small Rossby number,

the overall terms scale with

Iu,yn ;R~v21 max(1,m), and (B3)

Ipn ;Rmmax

�
~v21,

1

~v2 2 1

c
n

c
1

,
m

~v2 2 1

c2n
c21

�
, (B4)

revealing the importance of the length-scale ratiom. The

horizontal velocity interaction term scales with m when

m . 1, and the pressure interaction term scales with m2

when m. c1/cn. Setting n5 1 yields the right-hand sides

of (21) and (22).
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